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Join the author in an exciting narrative about the Gut, a small but amazing organ that does so many things
that it is called the second brain. From digesting anything that is put in it to controlling feelings and
emotions, the Gut is a Jack of all trades, and a master in every one of them.
“Located neither high nor low, soft at heart and smooth
in flow, my job is serious, I’ll let you know! I crush and
grind and pump all day, filled with lakes that can eat
iron nails. I can sense everything that comes my way,
sometimes I quiver with joy, sometimes I groan in pain!”
You are here at last! I have been waiting for you today,
to show you some of the wonders of your body, and
my humble job here as a small but important organ.
Before we begin, let us play a guessing game. If you can
guess who I am, I’ll never give you any trouble again,
and as far as I am concerned, everything in your body
will flow smoothly. Oops! Almost gave myself away.
Well, without further ado, here is a tricky question for
you – what has close to five hundred million (that is 5
followed by 8 zeros!) neurons (nerve cells), receives
and sends electrical signals to muscles as well as other
nerves, and produces more than 90% of the serotonin
(a chemical that acts as a ‘neurotransmitter’- which
means that it helps transmit information across the
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body through neurons) and 50% of the dopamine
(another neurotransmitter) found in the body?

I, my friend, am called the Gut. Located just below the
stomach, I am the last part of the largest structure
in the digestive system, called the ‘gastro-intestinal
tract’. This is not a very difficult word to understand.
‘Gastro’ refers to the stomach (from the Greek word
gaster which means belly); ‘intestinal’ refers to the
small and large intestines in the abdomen; and ‘tract’
just means a really large area, or, in this case, a really
long tunnel. The digestive system is like an assembly
line in a factory. The food you eat moves down this
assembly line, along which there are different kinds of
specialized cells and organs that pour different kinds
of enzymes (proteins that perform certain biological
reactions) that digest the food. Each section of your
digestive system has a gate called a ‘sphincter’ (sfinkter) to allow food to enter a certain section of this
factory and keep it there until it is digested partially or

You may make the mistake of thinking that I am just
a long pipe - after all, who wouldn’t! However, there
is more to me than meets the eye, my friend. My walls
are made up of strong involuntary muscles (smooth
thin muscles that cannot be controlled voluntarily,
like the ones controlling your bladder which force
you to run to the bathroom in the middle of class!),
whose powerful motions push semi-digested and
digested food through the entire canal. Like the rest
of the digestive tract, lining my walls are millions
of specialized cells that pour out digestive enzymes
onto the food. Needless to say, by the time the food
you eat reaches your anus, there is not a tiny speck of
nutrition left, for I have absorbed all of it!

Figure 1. Anatomy of the small intestine. Source: Blausen.com staff.
“Blausen gallery 2014”. Wikiversity Journal of Medicine. DOI:10.15347/
wjm/2014.010. ISSN 20018762. URL: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Blausen_0817_SmallIntestine_Anatomy.png. License: CC-BY.

completely. Whenever it is my turn to digest food, the
pyloric sphincter opens up - in gushes a mass of semidigested food, ready for me to process.

I am made up of two parts - the first of which is
called the ‘small’ intestine because it is narrow and
highly convoluted. The second part - called the large
intestine, receives material from the small intestine,
and helps remove the undigested waste from the body
through an opening called the anus. Interestingly,
while the large intestine is only about 4.5 feet long, the
small intestine measures 19 feet in length! Although
the small intestine is about three and a half times the
average length of an entire human body, it is folded
and packed so neatly that it looks smaller than even
the large intestine. Let me tell you the reason behind
this packing. The inner walls of the small intestines
are not flat, but folded up into pleats, like the ends
of a dhoti. Each of these pleats is covered with tiny
projections called ‘villi’. Each villi, in turn, is covered
with cells, which have tiny hair-like structures
covering its surface. In this way, about 5.8 metres of
the small intestine has an absorptive surface of almost
250 square metres. That is 7 times the surface area of
the small intestine if it were not folded up and slightly
larger than a tennis court!

Let me give you an exact break-down of what happens
as soon as food enters my walls. Once the stomach
finishes with its job of breaking proteins into smaller
units, I step in as the major organ of digestion, and the
only part of your entire body that can absorb nutrients
from the food and eject the waste material left behind.
To digest the food from the stomach, I work along
with your pancreas. The pancreas, as you know, is
an organ that produces a huge variety of enzymes
that are absolutely essential for your body. These
pancreatic enzymes, enter my walls through small
ducts or tubes, and break down peptides (short pieces

Figure 2. A micrograph of small intestinal mucosa showing
intestinal villi. Source: Nephron, Wikimedia Commons.
URL: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Small_intestine_low_mag.jpg.
License: CC-BY-SA.
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Figure 3. The large intestine. Source: Blausen.com staff. “Blausen gallery 2014”. Wikiversity Journal of Medicine. DOI:10.15347/wjm/2014.010. ISSN
20018762. URL: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Blausen_0604_LargeIntestine2.png. License: CC-BY.

of degraded proteins) and amino acids (smallest units
that make up proteins), lipids (fatty foods), and some
carbohydrates (commonly called sugars). Let us not
forget one of the most important chemicals that enter
my walls - bile. Produced by the bile duct, bile helps
neutralize the horribly strong acid that the stomach
uses to break proteins into smaller peptides. The pH
of the stomach can go down to three, which is strong
enough to digest razor blades!

Once the food passes through my first compartment,
it enters the large intestine (which is actually much
smaller) where I store the waste (left after the small
intestine has finished with it!); and absorb water,
ions (like potassium), as well as vitamins produced
by bacteria that make their home here (I’ll talk more
about this later). By the time the food has reached
the large intestine, I absorb most nutrients and 90%
of the water, leaving behind a few electrolytes like
sodium, magnesium, chloride and indigestible foods
(mostly plant carbohydrates). As the food moves down
towards the anus, most of the remaining water is
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Figure 4. Escherichia coli is one of the many species of bacteria
present in the human gut. Source: Rocky Mountain Laboratories,
National Institutes of Health, United States Department of Health and
Human Services. Wikimedia Commons. URL: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:EscherichiaColi_NIAID.jpg. License: Public Domain.

Figure 5. Have you ever had a ‘gut feeling’ about someone you
have met?

removed, and the waste matter is mixed with mucous
and bacteria (known as gut flora) and becomes faeces
(also called stools). This way, the stools gradually
become more solid as my strong muscles slowly push
them along to their ultimate fate - the toilet!

Figure 6. Ball-and-stick model of the serotonin molecule,
C10H12N2O. Source: Ben Mills, Wikimedia Commons. URL: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Serotonin-Spartan-HF-based-on-xtal-3D-ballsweb.png. License: Public Domain.

Enough about these trifling things that everyone
learns in school! Today, I’m going to let you in on
secrets that scientists are only now figuring out. Did
you know that for every human cell in your body,
there are ten bacterial cells! That’s right! Some people
estimate that there are over 4×1013 bacterial cells
(that is 4 followed by 13 zeroes!) in your body. Some
of these bacteria live on your skin (especially where
there is a lot of hair) and your urogenital tract, but
over 90% of them, my friend, grow inside me. The
entire population of bacteria living inside the human
body is called the ‘human microbiome’, and the most
important and dense microbiome in the human body
is the ‘gut microbiome’. Many people even go so far as
to say that the gut microbiome is a forgotten organ,
and I am inclined to think that they are absolutely
right. The number of different species of bacteria
inside me is more than twice the number of genes in
a single human cell! That means that there are over
50,000 different species of bacteria, and all of them
live on my inner surfaces.

What are they doing there, you ask? Well, I keep them
because they make for wonderful factories! Bacteria
are the most marvellous machines that nature has
created; they can live on almost anything, and produce

Figure 7. Ball-and-stick model of a molecule of dopamine a neurotransmitter that affects the brain’s reward and pleasure
centers. Source: Jynto (talk), Wikimedia Commons. URL: https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dopamine_3D_ball.png. License: Public Domain.
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and secrete some very interesting compounds. My
microbiome produces enzymes that digest food which
I would find very difficult to break down myself. In
addition, they produce important vitamins like vitamin
B and vitamin K, without which your body will be
subject to many horrible diseases. Recent research has
positively proved that tampering with my microbiota
in any way – be it removing the diversity (number of
different types), or the numbers (population size), can
cause obesity, anxiety disorders, depression and even
autism! But I must add a note of caution. Sometimes,
the bacteria that colonize me can be harmful - specific
species of bacteria can cause cancer if they start
dividing inside me.
If you still haven’t realized that there is more to
me than meets the eye, prepare to be completely
astonished! I, your gut, a narrow tube running from
your stomach to your buttocks, am your second brain.
Have you ever had a ‘gut feeling’ about someone
you have met? A ‘gut instinct’ that your guess in a
difficult quiz question is correct? A sinking feeling in
your stomach when you feel that something bad is
going to happen? If you think that your brain makes
most of your split-second decisions, think again. I am
connected to your brain via the ‘enteric’ (meaning
inside) nervous system, and am a whole brain hidden
inside your body cavity! There are hundreds of
millions of neurons connecting my walls to your brain.
My neural networks are so sophisticated that I can

work and think without any control from your brain.
This enteric nervous system of mine not only ensures
that the food is digested and ejected at a certain time
and speed, but also dictates how you feel. I make and
secrete a very important molecule called serotonin.
Serotonin is a neurotransmitter (a chemical used
by the brain, remember?) that controls your mood,
appetite, sleep, memory and learning; and, regulates
your temperature, social behaviour and libido.
Serotonin is also important in the functioning of
other organ systems like the cardiovascular system,
the muscular system and some parts of the endocrine
system. I could go on and on about the importance of
serotonin! The more scientists discover the uses of
serotonin, the more they realize that I run the body,
not the brain. Simply because I produce 90% of all
the serotonin your body needs; not to mention 50%
of your dopamine, without which parts of your brain
cannot talk to other parts!
The next time you feel sleepy, or cannot think clearly
after eating, don’t blame your brain. This is just me
and the trillions of bacteria that I grow trying to
take charge! Butterflies in your stomach? Feeling
excessively happy? Me again! Now that you know this,
I’m sure you will be more careful with what you put in
your stomach. Remember to eat good quality food, at
the right time and in the right quantities. All this talk
has made me hungry - I think you should go get some
pizza!
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